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ABSTRACT
Here, we explore the change in effective magnetic anisotropy of the ferrimagnetic (FM) insulator nickel ferrite (NFO) thin film due to the
inclusion of monolayer graphene (MLG) grown on top of the NFO layer. This was done by performing radio frequency (RF) transverse sus-
ceptibility (TS) measurements on bare NFO and NFO/MLG bilayer samples for both in-plane (IP) and out-of-plane (OOP) configurations
utilizing a tunnel diode oscillator technique. Our magnetometry measurements indicated an enhancement in the overall saturation magneti-
zation of the NFO/MLG bilayer with respect to the bare NFO film. The TS measurements reveal that the inclusion of MLG reduces the effective
magnetic anisotropy for both IP and OOP configurations drastically, by up to a factor of 2 over the temperature range 40 K ≤ T ≤ 280 K. Since
NFO is a magnetic substrate, it is possible that NFO could induce magnetic ordering in MLG at the NFO/MLG interface via the magnetic
proximity effect. Furthermore, since NFO is insulating and MLG is a semimetal, there likely exists a large conductivity difference at the inter-
face, making charge transfer plausible. These two effects could modify the interfacial magnetism leading to a change in the effective magnetic
anisotropy. These results highlight the importance of understanding the interfacial magnetism of FM/MLG heterostructures.

© 2022 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/9.0000271

I. INTRODUCTION
Graphene (Gr) is a two-dimensional (2D) honeycomb structure

formed of a single layer of carbon atoms bonded via in-plane (IP)
sp2 hybridization. This unique allotrope of carbon was first experi-
mentally discovered in 20041 and has since been the topic of intense
research interest. The linear energy dispersion of graphene at the
K and K’ Fermi level2 leads to extraordinary electronic properties
including high carrier densities,3 long spin lifetimes,4–7 low intrin-
sic spin-orbit-coupling (SOC),8 etc. These distinct properties lead to
the possibility of the application of Gr in many new technologies
including Gr-based solar cells,9,10 perfect spin filters,11 field effect
transistors (FET),12,13 magnetoresistance-based devices,14 etc.

However, the application of graphene in emerging technologies
requires a fundamental understanding of the underlying physics.
Specifically, in Gr-based heterostructures, it is imperative to con-
sider possible strong interfacial effects between graphene and its

surrounding materials. Furthermore, by understanding the inter-
facial physics it is possible to exploit these properties for new
applications including the addition of extrinsic SOC in Gr,15 engi-
neering of the fermi level,16 creation of novel magnetic phases such
as skyrmions,17 etc. It is also known that in spin-transport based
devices, the interface between the spin source layer and adjacent
layer, “spinterface,”18 governs much of the overall spin transport
of the heterostructure.19,20 Therefore, a knowledge of the interfacial
physics in Gr heterostructures allows for a broad range of possi-
ble applications. One of the most common spinterfaces to consider
is the ferrimagnet (FM)/Gr interface which is used in many spin
transport-based devices.21–23

In this configuration, two of the most widely studied interac-
tions are the magnetic proximity effect,24–27 and charge transfer28–34

between the FM and Gr layers. The proximity effect refers to the
induced magnetism in a material placed on a magnetic substrate.35
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Whereas charge transfer refers to the donation of charge between
two layers, usually of different conductivity. Ferrimagnetic insula-
tors21 and their composites with antiferromagnetic oxides36 have
been gaining attention as new-age materials for spin insulatron-
ics, the latter also having the possibility of being used for magnetic
proximity effects-based devices.

Here, we explore the possible effects of the magnetic prox-
imity and charge transfer on the interfacial magnetic properties
of NiFe2O4, NFO (50 nm)/monolayer Gr (MLG) interface. This
was done through DC magnetometry and by performing radio fre-
quency (RF) transverse susceptibility (TS) measurements to probe
the change in the system’s effective anisotropy as a function of tem-
perature. Via the inclusion of MLG on top of the NFO film, an
increase in the saturation magnetization was observed, ∼ 40% at
room temperature and ∼ 30% at 50 K. Our TS measurements showed
an in-plane (IP) easy axis across all temperatures. Furthermore, the
inclusion of MLG reduced the overall anisotropy of the system by
as much as a factor of 2 across all temperatures. These findings
highlight the importance of understanding the interfacial physics of
FM/Gr interfaces.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The NFO thin films used in this work were fabricated using

a wet chemical process. Initially, the NFO precursor solution
was prepared using a sol-gel method37 using the nitrates of iron
and nickel with a purity of ≥99% (Sigma-Aldrich). Iron nitrate
(Fe(NO3)3⋅9H2O) and nickel nitrate (Ni(NO3)2⋅6H2O) with a sto-
ichiometric ratio of 2:1 were dissolved simultaneously in 2-methoxy
ethanol under intense stirring. Next, 0.006 mol of ethanolamine was
added dropwise and this final solution was further stirred for one
hour.

In the second step, the NFO sol obtained by the above method
was spin-coated on high-quality Si substrates. Before spin coat-
ing, the Si substrates with a size of 2 cm × 2 cm were cleaned by
RCA1/RCA2 solution followed by oxygen plasma etching. The NFO
precursor solution was then spin-coated on the Si substrate with a
spinning speed of 3000 rpm for 30 seconds. The spin-coated films
were directly baked on a hot plate at a temperature of 200 ○C for
5 minutes, which effectively evaporated any left-over organic sol-
vent. In a final crystalline phase formation step, the films were
further annealed at 800 ○C under ambient atmosphere for 1 hour in
a crucible furnace.

To obtain the NFO/MLG bilayer, commercially procured CVD
graphene on Cu-foil was transferred over the annealed NFO films
with a size of 5 mm × 5 mm via a standard polymer-based method.38

First, a 200 nm thick PMMA layer was spin-coated on the top of
graphene/Cu-foil followed by baking at 100 ○C for 2 minutes. Next,
the Cu was etched away by dipping the PMMA coated graphene/Cu-
foil into a DI-water-based FeCl3 solution bath for more than 6 hours
and the so-obtained PMMA/graphene structure was cleaned sev-
eral times with a DI-water bath. These cleaned PMMA/graphene
structures were then transferred carefully onto the NFO films. Sub-
sequently, the PMMA layer was removed/lift-off by dipping it in
acetone bath, followed by drying of the graphene/NFO/Si structure
in a hot plate at 180 ○C for 2 minutes.

The phase purity and crystal structure of the NFO thin film
was investigated by recording the glancing angle X-ray diffraction

(GA-XRD) pattern with a glancing angle of 3○, using a Philips-D500
diffractometer. Raman spectroscopy measurements were performed
on a Horiba Xplora Raman spectrometer, using a 532 nm laser. Mag-
netic field-dependent magnetization of the films was collected using
a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magne-
tometer from Quantum Design Inc. The samples were attached on a
piece of paper using GE Varnish (Oxford Instruments) and mounted
with their planes parallel to the direction of magnetic field. Due to
the increasing diamagnetic contributions of the substrate, varnish,
and paper at high fields, a linear subtraction was performed on the
M-H curves via the equation MCorr = Mexp − χdia∗H to properly
represent the bulk ferrimagnetic behavior of NFO and NFO/Gr.39

To probe the change in the effective anisotropy of the system
due to the inclusion of the MLG, a home-made self-resonant tun-
nel diode oscillator (TDO) based radio frequency (RF) transverse
susceptibility (TS) technique40 was employed. The films were placed
inside an inductor coil (L) which is a part of an LC tank circuit with a
resonance frequency ≈ 12 MHz. The TS probe was integrated into a
Dynacool physical properties measurement system (PPMS) in such a
manner that only the L-component containing the film stays inside
the PPMS sample chamber and the remaining components of the
resonator circuit including the TDO stay outside the PPMS. During
the measurements, a small RF field (HRF ∼10 Oe) generated by the
L-coil is always orthogonal to the static magnetic field produced by
the superconducting magnet inside the PPMS. When the static mag-
netic field is swept, the resonance frequency of the LC tank circuit is
altered and the relative change in the resonance frequency is propor-
tional to the TS of the sample. The magnetic field dependence of TS
shows a maximum at the effective anisotropy field of the sample. The
TS curve is then normalized to be presented as a percent change in
transverse susceptibility, ΔχT

χT
(%) = χT(HDC)−χT(Hmax

DC )
χT(Hmax

DC )
× 100%, where

χT(Hmax
DC ) is the maximum value of the transverse susceptibility.41

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1(a) depicts the GA-XRD pattern of bare NFO film and

the peaks are indexed according to the spinel structure with space
group Fd-3m.42 The Bragg peaks indexed in Figure 1(c) can be
attributed to the inverse spinel structure of NFO [ICDD: 05-6873].
Further, the absence of any peaks from any secondary phase con-
firms the phase purity of the samples, while the sharpness of the
peaks confirms that the films are highly crystalline.

Figure 1(a),(b) shows the Raman spectra of the NFO and
NFO/Gr systems, respectively. The NFO and Gr peaks were repro-
duced as previously reported in studies done by Dixit et al.43

and Malard et al.44 respectively. The observed peaks confirm the
existence of the individual NFO and Gr layers.

Figures 2(a) and (b) show the magnetic field dependence of
magnetization, M(H) recorded at 300 K and 50 K, respectively on
bare NFO (black squares) and NFO/MLG bilayer (red circles). At
300 K, the inclusion of MLG increases the saturation magnetization
(MS) by ∼ 75 emu

cm3 (∼40%). An increase in MS is also seen at 50 K, but
slightly lower in magnitude (∼30% increase). It may be seen that for
each system there is little change in MS from 50 K to 300 K. This
is due to the fact that the bulk magnetic properties of each system
are dominated by NFO and the temperature ranges that were mea-
sured are far from the Curie temperature of NFO therefore causing
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FIG. 1. (a) Raman spectra for bare NFO and (b) NFO/MLG system, (c) X-ray diffraction pattern of bare NFO film.

little change in MS.45 Further, there exists a widening of the hystere-
sis of the NFO/Gr system compared to NFO at low temperatures.
The pronounced hysteresis observed in the high field regime could
be due to the contribution from the interfacial exchange coupling
between the NFO and proximity induced magnetized MLG layers
which becomes stronger at low temperatures due to reduced thermal
agitation and pins the spins close to the interface. However, further
measurements must be performed to confirm the accurate origin of
this feature.

The enhancement of MS in the NFO/MLG bilayer could orig-
inate from the magnetic proximity effect the magnetic NFO sub-
strate has on the MLG magnetism, like the cases of YIG/MLG and
CrBr3/MLG heterostructures.46,47 Another possibility is that charge
transfer occurs across the interface between the insulating NFO
and semimetal MLG, changing the spin configuration at the inter-
face and hence adjusting proximity effect as well. Charge transfer
has been predicted at FM/MLG interfaces theoretically.16,28,29,31,33

Figure 2(c) shows a schematic illustration of the expanded side-
view of the FM/MLG interface. NFO exhibits an inverse spinel
structure,48 in which there exists 2 sublattices in the system’s over-
all FCC structure; tetrahedral (A) sites that are occupied by Fe3+

ions and octahedral sites that are half occupied by Ni2+ ions and
half by Fe3+ ions. Within the unit cell of NFO, there then exist
different exchange interactions, namely antiferromagnetic superex-
change between Fe3+ ions, and ferromagnetic exchange interactions
between Ni2+ ions occupying octahedral sites and Fe3+ ions occupy-
ing tetrahedral sites.49 In this configuration, if antiferromagnetically
ordered Fe3+ ions could donate charge carriers to the neighboring
Gr layer, the overall magnetic moment of NFO at the interface will
increase, increasing the saturation magnetization. Furthermore, the
Fe3+ ions have significant out of plane dz2

orbitals that overlap with
the out of plane Carbon pz orbitals to create a possibly significant
exchange Jex shown in Fig. 2(c). This is seen further in the M(H)
recorded at 50 K, which again shows an increase in MS of ∼ 55 emu

cm3 .
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FIG. 2. (a) Isothermal magnetization curves of NFO and NFO/MLG at 300 K, (b) isothermal magnetization curves of NFO and NFO/MLG at 50 K, and (c) schematic of
charge transfer and the magnetic proximity effect across NFO/MLG interface.

Fig. 3(c) shows a representative TS spectrum for bare NFO film
and NFO/MLG bilayer at 60 K for the IP configuration. Clearly, the
peak positions in the TS isotherm for the NFO/MLG bilayer occur
at significantly smaller fields than those of the bare NFO film. To
precisely determine the peak positions, a Lorentzian curve was fit,
and from the fit parameters the peak location and uncertainty were
obtained. Note that the maxima observed in the TS isotherms corre-
spond to the contributions from the spins oriented perpendicular
to the direction of the static magnetic field. Hence, for the OOP
(IP) configuration, the TS isotherms probe the dynamics of the IP
(OOP) spins. Figures 3(b) and (d) exhibit the IP and OOP effective
anisotropy fields, respectively for both the bare NFO film and the

NFO/MLG bilayer. It is evident that inclusion of the MLG drasti-
cally decreases both IP and OOP anisotropy fields by almost a factor
of 2 across the temperature range 40 K ≤ T ≤ 280 K.

The inclusion of MLG onto the FM induces a change in the
position of the Fermi level at the interface. Depending on the struc-
ture of the FM, the nature of the change and the magnitude of the
energy splitting will change. It has been predicted theoretically by
Hallal et al.16 that the inclusion of MLG onto the surface of cobalt
ferrite shifts the Fermi surface upwards and lifts the spin degeneracy
of normal MLG creating a spin polarized structure. Similar behavior
has also been observed in MLG metallic structures.50 The creation
of spin polarized bands at the interface then corresponds directly
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FIG. 3. (a) Schematic of transverse susceptibility measurement configuration, (b) In plane spins effective anisotropy as a function of temperature for NFO and NFO/MLG,
(c) Sample transverse susceptibility spectra, and (d) Out of plane spins effective anisotropy as a function of temperature for NFO and NFO/MLG.

to an increase in the overall magnetization of the system. Further-
more, according to crystal field theory applied to NFO’s structure,
the Ni/Fe/Fe pairs can either exist in a state of high spin (S = 5/2) or
low spin (S = 1/2).49 If electrons are donated from the Fe atoms which
are closer to the MLG interface, the Ni/Fe/Fe pairs can move from
a low spin state to a higher spin state, also increasing the system’s
overall magnetization. Changing the spin configuration would also
change Heisenberg like exchange terms at the interface. The total
anisotropy of the system can be expressed as:51

Kef f = KME − 1
2

μ0M2 + 2KS

tFM
, (1)

where the terms represent the magnetoelastic, shape, and sur-
face anisotropy, respectively. According to Eqn. (1), increasing the
magnetization corresponds to a decrease in the effective shape
anisotropy of the system and therefore a decrease in the overall
anisotropy of the system. Since the shape anisotropy scales ∼M2,

it is then more sensitive to increases in magnetization. This agrees
with the magnetometry results and underscores the possible impact
of charge transfer and the magnetic proximity effect on the magnetic
properties of the system. There also possibly exists a contribution
to the total anisotropy in the form of surface anisotropy due to
changes of the spin configuration at the interface,52 and magnetoe-
lastic anisotropy due to the temperature dependent strain between
the substrate and NFO.53 Further measurements including X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy, Mössbauer spectroscopy, electric force
microscopy, etc. can be utilized to confirm the existence of charge
transfer at the interface.

IV. CONCLUSION
The effect of MLG on NFO was investigated via magnetome-

try and TDO-based transverse susceptibility measurements. Charge
transfer and the magnetic proximity effect at the NFO/MLG inter-
face may cause an increase in the overall saturation magnetization
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of the system, while decreasing the effective anisotropy of the sys-
tem. This is seen by comparing the magnetometry and transverse
susceptibility measurements for bare NFO and NFO/MLG bilayer.
These results underscore the importance of the interfacial mag-
netism that occurs at FM/MLG interfaces, and possible tuning of
magnetic behavior via the inclusion of monolayer Gr.
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